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Abstra t.

Rate and diversity impose a fundamental trade-o in spa e-time
oding. High-rate spa e-time odes ome at a ost of lower diversity, and high
reliability (diversity) implies a lower rate. In this paper we propose a di erent
point of view where we design high-rate spa e-time odes that have a highdiversity ode embedded within them. This allows a form of ommuni ation
where the high-rate ode opportunisti ally takes advantage of good hannel
realizations whereas the embedded high-diversity ode ensures that at least
part of the information is re eived reliably. Therefore this is equivalent to
multiple users transmitting information, sharing a ommon resour e (power)
and requiring di erent levels of diversity (error probability). We explore this
point of view with design issues, along with some preliminary progress on ode
onstru tions and information-theoreti onsiderations.

1. Introdu tion

Spa e-time odes provide a tool to make reliable high-data rate wireless ommuni ations a reality. In [21, 12℄, it was shown that multiple transmit antennas an
provide high rate ommuni ations. In [20℄, a di erent point of view was explored
where the emphasis was on providing reliability in the form of error probability.
Here, orrelation of signals a ross the di erent transmit antennas was introdu ed
to provide higher reliability albeit at the ost of transmission rate.
These two points-of-view an be ombined by observing that there exists a
trade-o between rate and reliability (diversity). This was explored in the ontext
of nite-rate ( xed alphabet size) odes in [20℄ and in the ontext of information
theoreti rate growths in [24℄. Both of these results show that to a hieve a high
transmission rate, one might need to sa ri e reliability (diversity) and vi e-versa.
Therefore, the main question addressed by most resear hers has been how to design
transmission te hniques that a hieve a parti ular point on this trade-o . For example, the emphasis in the oding literature has been the design of maximal-diversity
odes, i.e. one extremal point in this trade-o . In [21, 12, 15℄, the point of view
taken is that of obtaining the maximal rate without onsideration to reliability.
There are also examples where a di erent point in the trade-o is a hieved using
odes designed for this ase (see for example, [10℄).
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The natural question to ask is whether there exists a strategy that ombines
high-rate ommuni ations with high-reliability (diversity). The main idea in this
paper is to propose the design of odes that a hieve a high-rate, but have embedded
within them a high-diversity (lower-rate) ode. Clearly the overall ode will still
be governed by the rate-diversity trade-o , but the idea is to ensure the reliability
(diversity) of at least part of the total information. A simple way to a hieve this
would be to time division multiplex (TDM) between odes that attain di erent
rate-diversity points. In this paper, we explore ode onstru tions that annot be
a hieved by su h simple swit hing strategies.
One way to view this transmission te hnique is from the point of view of ompound hannels [8℄. Here, the information is transmitted over a hannel that is
unknown to the transmitter (and re eiver). The strategy then is to ensure that information is de odable by the worst hannel. In fa t, the apa ity ould be stri tly
smaller sin e the transmitter needs to have a single ode that is universally good
for the entire lass of hannels [8℄. Therefore, this is a onservative strategy, in
that the transmission is robust to the worst hannel, and annot utilize the opportunity to transmit at a higher rate if a good hannel is available. In [6℄, Cover
proposed a broad ast strategy for transmission over ompound hannels. Here the
idea was to superpose odewords su h that the a hievable rate ould be stri tly
better than the above onservative strategy if a more benign hannel is available.
However, the disadvantage is that the minimum rate is smaller than that of the
onservative strategy. The quasi-stati fading wireless hannel, where the oding is
over one fading interval, is a non-ergodi hannel that ts the ompound hannel
problem. Given a random hoi e of hannel fading values, the Shannon apa ity
over a lass of Rayleigh fading hannels is zero [16℄. However, one an transmit at a
positive rate for given outage probabilities [16, 21, 12℄. Therefore, most transmission s hemes are designed for a parti ular rate at a given outage probability. One
ex eption is a broad ast strategy proposed for single-antenna fading hannels whi h
was explored in [2, 3℄, where superposition oding was used to obtain a ontinuum
of rate and outage probabilities. In the single-antenna Rayleigh-fading ase, the
lass of hannels ould be onsidered degraded versions of ea h other, depending
on the re eived signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The multiple-antenna hannel presents
a di erent problem where the lass of hannels are not degraded versions (see for
example [23℄ and referen es therein). Moreover, it provides additional degrees of
freedom that an be exploited to in rease the rate and/or diversity [21, 12, 20, 24℄.
In this paper we utilize these additional degrees of freedom in order to design embedded odes. Independently, Shamai [18℄ has re ently presented some extensions
of the broad ast approa h of single-antenna hannels of [2℄ to multiple antenna
hannels.
The idea of unequal error prote tion (UEP) for information symbols has a long
and ri h history (see for example [17℄ and referen es therein). Most of the odes for
UEP are designed for the Eu lidean distan e metri en ountered in the Gaussian
hannel [5℄. Another way to interpret our ode-design idea is from the viewpoint of
unequal error prote tion with the diversity metri suitable for fading hannels [20℄.
The nal motivation in su h a design is from a networking point-of-view. Sin e
the hannel is unknown at the transmitter, su h an embedding strategy makes
opportunisti use of the hannel. If a good hannel realization is available, then
we do not need signi ant redundan y to a hieve a parti ular error rate target and
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therefore an a hieve a higher information rate. This is in ontrast to a strategy
based on in remental redundan y odes [14, 22℄ where a low redundan y ode is
rst sent and if an error is found then the parity symbols are sent upon feedba k.
In our strategy, the transmitted odebook has an embedded high-diversity ode
and therefore eliminates the re-transmission of parity symbols. Moreover, the rate
in rement is obtained without feedba k about re eived information.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we introdu e the notation used
in the paper and also provide some of the ba kground needed on spa e-time ode
design riteria as well as information-theoreti onsiderations. Se tion 3 introdu es
in detail the obje tives of our transmission strategy and the ode design riteria. We
present some ode onstru tions in Se tion 4 and prove some properties asso iated
with them. The information-theoreti issues with su h an embedding strategy are
explored in Se tion 5. A numeri al example in Se tion 6 shows the performan e
of one of the odes of Se tion 4. We on lude the paper with a brief dis ussion of
several open issues.
2. Preliminaries

Our fo us in this paper is on the quasi-stati at{fading hannel where we
transmit information oded over Mt transmit antennas and have Mr antennas at the
re eiver. Furthermore, the assumption is that the transmitter has no hannel state
information, whereas the re eiver is able to perfe tly tra k the hannel (a ommon
assumption, see for example [2, 20℄). The ode is designed over T transmission
symbols and the re eived signal after demodulation and sampling an be written
as
= HX + Z;
where Y = [y(0); : : : ; y(T 1)℄ 2 C M T is the re eived sequen e, H 2 C M M
is the quasi-stati hannel fading matrix, X = [x(0); : : : ; x(T 1)℄ 2 C M T is
the spa e-time oded transmission sequen e with transmit power onstraint P , and
Z = [z(0); : : : ; z(T
1)℄ 2 C M T is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise
2
with varian e  .
The oding s heme is limited to one quasi-stati transmission blo k. Similar
arguments an be made if we are allowed to ode a ross only a nite number of
quasi-stati transmission blo ks [16℄. This allows us to view the hannel in (2.1)
as a non-ergodi hannel sin e the performan e is determined by single randomly
hosen hannel fading matrix H.
In this ontext we de ne the notion of diversity order [20℄ as follows.
e (SNR)
Definition 2.1. A oding s heme whi h has an average error probability P
as a fun tion of SNR that behaves as
log(Pe (SNR))
= d
(2.2)
lim
SNR!1 log(SNR)
is said to have a diversity order of d.
(2.1)
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In words, a s heme with diversity order d has an error probability at high SNR
behaving as Pe (SNR)  SNR d.
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2.1. Code Design Criteria. For odes designed for a nite (and xed) rate,
one an bound the error probability by using pairwise error probability (PEP)
between two andidate odewords. This leads to the now well-known rank riterion for determining the diversity order of a spa e-time ode [20, 13℄. Consider a odeword sequen e X = [xT (0); : : : ; xT (T 1)℄ as de ned in (2.1), where
T
x(k ) = [x1 (k ); : : : ; xM (k )℄ . The PEP between two odewords x and e an be
determined by the odeword di eren e matrix B(x; e) [20, 13℄, where
t

0 x (0) e (0)
.
.
B(x e) = B

.
1

1

;

:::

.
.
.

x(
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1 T

e(

1 T

.
.
.

1)

1
C
A

:

xM (0) eM (0)
xM ( 1) eM ( 1)
For xed rate odebook C , the pairwise error probability between two distin t
t

t

:::

t T

t T

odewords x and e is given by1 [20℄

(2.3)
Pe (SNR; x ! e) = SNR M rank(B(x;e)) :
Sin e we are dealing with a xed rate odebook, by using the simple union bound
argument, it an be shown that the diversity order is given by [20℄
(2.4)
d = Mr min rank(B(x; e)) :
x=
6 e2C
The error probability is determined by both the oding gain and the diversity order.
Hen e, the ode design riterion pres ribed in [20℄ is to design the odebook C so
that the minimal rank of the odeword di eren e matrix orresponds to the required
diversity order and the minimal determinant gives the orresponding oding gain.
In this paper the fo us is on the diversity order only, and we de ne orresponding
riteria for embedded odebooks.
2.2. Rate vs Diversity. A natural question that arises is how many odewords an we have whi h allow us to attain a ertain diversity order. For a at
Rayleigh fading hannel, this has been examined in [20℄ where the following result
was obtained.
b
Theorem 2.2. (Tarokh et al 1998) If we use a onstellation of size 2 and
the diversity order of the system is qMr , then the rate R that an be a hieved is
bounded as
1
(2.5)
R  log [A2 (Mt ; q)℄ ;
T
where A2 (Mt ; q) is the maximum size of a ode of length Mt with minimum Hamming distan e q de ned over an alphabet size 2bT .
The dis ussion in Se tion 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 is suitable for xed-rate ( nitealphabet) odebooks. Another point-of-view explored in [24℄, allows the rate of the
odebook to in rease with SNR. This viewpoint is motivated be ause the apa ity of
the multiple-antenna hannel grows with SNR behaving as min(Mr ; Mt ) log(SNR)
[12, 24, 11℄, at high SNR even for nite Mr ; Mt . Therefore, [24℄ de nes a multiplexing gain of a transmission s heme as follows.
r

bT

bT

use the notation = to denote exponential equality [7℄, i.e., g(SNR) = SNRa means that
log g(SNR)
log g(SNR)
lim
= a. Moreover, if g(SNR) = f (SNR), it means that, lim
=
SNR!1 log SNR
SNR!1 log SNR
log f (SNR)
.
lim
SNR!1 log SNR
1We
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Stream 1
a(0),a(1),...

CODEBOOK
b(0),b(1),...

Transmitted
x(0),x(1),...
sequence

Stream 2

Figure 1.

Embedded odebook

Definition 2.3. A oding s heme whi h has a transmission rate of R(SNR)
as a fun tion of SNR is said to have a multiplexing gain r if
R(SNR)
(2.6)
lim
= r:
SNR!1 log(SNR)
Therefore, the system has a rate of r log(SNR) at high SNR. The main result
in [24℄ states that
Theorem 2.4. (Zheng and Tse 2002) For T > Mt + Mr
1, and K =
min(Mt ; Mr ), the optimal trade-o urve d (r) is given by the pie e-wise linear
fun tion onne ting points in (k; d (k)); k = 0; : : : ; K where
(2.7)
d (k) = (Mr k)(Mt k):

Therefore, both Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 show the tension between a hieving highrate and high-diversity. The question addressed in this paper is whether we an
design odes with high-rate whi h ontain within them a ode whi h has highdiversity.
3. Diversity Embedding

The odebook stru ture proposed in this paper takes two information streams
(see Figure 1) and outputs the transmitted sequen e fx(k)g. The obje tive is to
ensure that ea h information stream gets the designed rate and diversity levels. In
this se tion, we des ribe this approa h and riteria in further detail, with spe i
ode onstru tions given in Se tion 4.
3.1. Opportunisti Communi ation. The basi idea is to design a odebook whi h allows many levels of diversity for information streams. In parti ular
we fo us on two levels of diversity, but this pro edure an be easily generalized to
more levels. We design the transmitted information stream fx(k)g to depend on
two information streams fa(k)g and fb(k)g. Let A denote the message set from
the rst information stream and B denote that from the se ond information stream.
The rates for the two message sets are, respe tively, R(A) and R(B). The de oder
jointly de odes the two message sets and we an de ne two error probabilities, Pe (A)
and Pe (B) whi h denote the average error probabilities for message sets A and B,
respe tively. We design the ode su h that a ertain tuple (Ra ; Da ; Rb ; Db ) of rates
and diversities are a hievable, where Ra = R(A) = log(TjAj) , Rb = R(B) = log(TjBj)
and analogous to de nition 2.1,
log Pe (A)
log Pe (B)
(3.1)
Da = lim
; Db = lim
:
SNR!1 log(SNR)
SNR!1 log(SNR)
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Hen e, if we examine the joint odebook, C = fA; Bg, the total rate is R = Ra +
Rb and the diversity is D = min(Da ; Db ). Therefore, in a baseline omparison with a
single-layer odebook, the rate-diversity operating point is (Ra + Rb ; min(Da ; Db )).
If (R; D ) is the optimal single-layer rate-diversity point predi ted by Theorems
2.2 and 2.4, then we would like Da > D implying that Db  D . This means
that a rate (Ra + Rb ; min(Da ; Db )), has a high-diversity message set A embedded
within it. The main fo us of this paper is to onstru t odes with this property and
also to explore some hara teristi s of su h odes. As mentioned earlier, a simple
swit hing (TDM) strategy between odebooks designed for di erent rate-diversity
levels ould produ e su h a onstru tion. However, in Se tion 4 we explore odes
that annot be onstru ted by simple swit hing strategies.
The reason why embedded diversity odes allow a form of opportunisti ommuni ation is that we an design the total rate Ra + Rb to be large, and design Da
to be large as well. Note that there would be natural bounds on the a hievable tuple (Ra ; Da ; Rb ; Db ), and we brie y explore this question in Se tion 5. This implies
that we annot get arbitrary ombinations of the rate tuples. The opportunism
arises be ause if the hannel realization H is good, in that the hannel matrix is far
from singular, then the high total rate allows us to send a large amount of information through su h a lear hannel without knowing a-priori the hannel realization
at the transmitter. However, if the hannel realization is not good, the embedded
high-diversity message set A might still be de odable.
3.2. Code Design Criteria. We examine ode design riteria for nite-alphabet
( xed-rate) odes. The transmitted sequen e fx(k)g an be divided into odeword
lusters as shown in Figure 2, where the odeword lusters shown orrespond to
all fx(k)g arising due to a parti ular message a 2 A. The joint de oding of the
two message sets yields andidate lusters and elements within the lusters. Given
a desired tuple (Ra ; Da ; Rb ; Db ), we need to design message sets A; B with size
2R T and 2R T , respe tively, to have the following properties. For message set A,
we want to design the ode su h that the pairwise error probability behaves as
SNR D . Similarly for message set B, we want to a hieve diversity order of Db .
The ode design riterion ensures that both these onstraints are satis ed.
Let us examine a maximum-likelihood de oder jointly on the message sets A; B.
Denote transmitted sequen es as fxa;b (k)g, with the subs ripts denoting that the
sequen e arose due to messages a 2 A; b 2 B as shown in Figure 1. Using (2.1)
the maximum likelihood de oding metri when the hannel state information is
available at the re eiver is given by,
 
^; b^ = arg min jjY HXa;b jj2 :
(3.2)
a
a2A;b2B
Therefore using (2.3) we an write the pairwise error probability on the joint message set as,
M rank(B(Xa b ;X ^ ^ ))
ab :
(3.3)
Pe (SNR; fa; bg ! fa^; b^ g) = SNR
a

b

a

r

;

;

The pairwise error probability between two odewords in the message set A is
given by,
M minb b 2B rank(B(Xa b ;Xa^ b ))
1
2 :
1 2
(3.4)
P (SNR; a ! a^) = SNR
e

r

;

;

;
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Codeword
clusters

CODEBOOK

Figure 2.

Codeword Clusters

Sin e we are dealing with xed rate odebooks, by using a simple union bound
argument we an write the diversity da for message set A as,
da = Mr min
min rank(B(xa1 ;b1 ; xa2 ;b2 ))
(3.5)
a1 =
6 a2 2A b1 ;b2 2B
Hen e for the design onstraint to be met, we need
(3.6)
min
min rank(B(xa1 ;b1 ; xa2 ;b2 ))  Da =Mr
a1 =
6 a2 2A b1 ;b2 2B
In an identi al manner, we an show for the message set B, we need the following
to hold.
min rank(B(xa1 ;b1 ; xa2 ;b2 ))  Db =Mr :
min
(3.7)
b1 =
6 b2 2B a1 ;a2 2A
Basi ally, (3.6) implies that if we hoose to transmit a parti ular message a 2 A,
regardless of whi h message is hosen in message set B, we are ensured a diversity
level of Da for this message set. A similar argument will hold for message set B.
Note that this riterion fo uses only on the diversity level a hieved by the
ode design. In general, the error probability depends both on the diversity order
de ned in De nition 2.1 as well as a oding gain [20℄. The oding gain ould be
an important issue espe ially in low to moderate SNR regimes. Also, the ode
design riterion is suitable only for xed rate odebooks. When one needs to design
odebooks whose rates grow with SNR [24℄, alternative ode design riteria ould
be formulated.
3.3. Challenges. There are several hallenges in designing odes that meet
the riteria pres ribed in Se tion 3.2. The rst obvious hallenge is to design odes
that an guarantee the desired tuple (Ra ; Da ; Rb ; Db ). The se ond hallenge arises
due to de oding omplexity. In prin iple, we need to jointly de ode both message
sets A; B, and sin e the design is to have a high total rate (Ra + Rb ), the joint
de oding ould be quite expensive. Finally, the question arises on whether the
designs are extremal, in that they a hieve a point on the boundary of the a hievable
tuples. This requires the hara terization of the a hievable tuples in a manner
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similar to Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 whi h was done for the ase of a single layer of
transmission.
There are several natural approa hes that one an attempt. The rst guess
would be a multilevel transmission te hnique similar to that done for Gaussian hannels [5℄. In this ase, the idea would be based on set-partitioning multi-dimensional
signal sets whi h are not ne essarily generated as a produ t of partitions from lowerdimensional signal sets. This an be a omplished as follows. In order to illustrate
the partitioning, we take the example of 4PSK signal sets. Given that Mt 4PSK
signals are to be transmitted, we need to partition the Mt  4PSK signal into a
partition hain. Therefore, there are 4M signal points in the original signal set.
We partition this into 2Mt levels, with the lth level ontaining 2l disjoint subsets,
where we have denoted the original signal set with level l = 0. We hoose a partition hain, S0 jS1 j : : : jSr where r  2Mt. Then, odes fCi gri=1 are used to hoose
elements from the partition hain. The advantage is that multi-stage de oding
ould be employed to redu e the de oding omplexity. The main disadvantage is
that like all trellis odes, the omplexity is still quite large.
In [10℄ and referen es therein, several approa hes based on onstellation rotation are used to guarantee diversity. These methods are based on odes that are
linear over the omplex eld and have the advantage of being de odable using a
sphere de oder [9℄ whi h has an average omplexity that ould be polynomial in
the rate and therefore is attra tive for de oding high-rate odes. However, in all
approa hes using rotated odes, there is a signi ant in rease in the transmitted
alphabet size ( onstellation expansion) whi h we attempt to avoid. But the restri tion to odes that are linear in the omplex eld is attra tive and we study su h
designs in Se tion 4. Our designs do not expand the transmitted alphabet size.
t

4. Code Constru tions

In this Se tion we restri t our attention to ode designs that are linear over the
omplex eld in order to be able to de ode them eÆ iently using a sphere de oder
[9℄. In Se tion 4.1 we des ribe some general properties of the ode onstru tions.
Some spe i onstru tions along with their properties are given in Se tion 4.2.
4.1. Additive Codewords Model. We examine ode designs that are additive, in that the transmitted signal is su h that

(4.1)

X
a;b

= Xa + Xb :

This allows the omposite ode to be linear in the omplex eld as well. Given the
design riterion in (3.5), it is lear that to ensure that the message set A gets a
diversity level of Da , a ne essary (but not suÆ ient) ondition is that

min rank(Xa1 Xa2 )  Da =Mr ;
6 2A
due to the linearity of the ode in (4.1). The ode design should be su h that any
perturbation of xa due to message set B does not disturb this rank property.
We an now apply the ode design riterion developed in Se tion 3.2 to the
additive odewords model. For illustration, onsider the ase where we want Da =
Mr Mt , i.e. maximal diversity. Then we learly need (Xa1 Xa2 ) to have full rank
for a1 6= a2 . We also need to ensure that (Xa1 Xa2 ) + (Xb1 Xb2 ) is still full
(4.2)

a1 =a2
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rank for any b1 ; b2 2 B. This translates to the ondition
(4.3) v 2 C 1M su h that v(Xb1 Xb2 )(Xa1 Xa2 )y = v;
8b1 ; b2 2 B; a1 6= a2 2 A


where2 (Q)y = Q (QQ ) 1 denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix. In ases of a
square design, this translates to a question about existen e of ertain eigenvalues
of the matrix de ned in (4.3). Also, for square designs, the ondition in (4.3) an
equivalently be stated in terms of the right eigenve tor in C M . The ondition in
(4.3) allows us to eliminate designs that perturb the full rank design for message
set A.
In general, the additive odeword model is amenable to omputationally simpler latti e de oding strategies, su h as the sphere de oder [9℄. Moreover, rank
onditions may be easier to verify under these onstraints. These reasons motivate
us to examine onstru tions based on this model.
t

t

4.2. Code Examples. In this se tion we provide four ode onstru tions that
illustrate the design trade-o involved in diversity-embedded odes. We restri t our
attention to examples with Mt = 4. We also start with a baseline ode derived from
the rate- 43 orthogonal design based on O tonions [19, 4℄. In all these examples,
there are no restri tions on whi h onstellations S are used to transmit odeword
X
. Therefore the proofs of diversity order are based on symbols from a omplex
a;b
eld and do not use properties of spe i onstellations.
Example 1: Here A omes from the message set fa(0); a(1); a(2)g 2 S and B
omes from b(0) 2 S . This implies that Ra = 43 log jSj, and Rb = 14 log jSj.
3
2
a(0)
a(1) a(2) b(0)
6 a(1) a (0)
0
a(2) 7
7
(4.4) Xa;b = Xa + Xb = 6


4 a (2)
0
a (0) a(1) 5 :
0
a (2) a (1) a(0)
This ode an be shown to a hieve full diversity of 4Mr for the message set A and
diversity Mr for message set B. The proof of this is simple and we illustrate it
in order to demonstrate how the riterion in (3.5) an be applied. Let us denote
~ = a1 a2 and b~ = b1 b2 . Sin e this is a square design, and Xa is a unitary
a
matrix, the ondition given in (4.3) translates to
(4.5)
v su h that for a~ 6= 0 Xb~ Xa~ v = jja~jj2 v;

for all b~ , where jja~jj2 = ja(0)j2 + ja(1)j2 + ja(2)j2 6= 0. The ondition in (4.5) means
that Xb~ Xa~ should not have a negative real eigenvalue. It an easily be shown that
for this design all the eigenvalues of this matrix are zero and hen e the ondition
is met. At rst glan e, this design might seem uninteresting sin e we know that
a ording to Theorem 2.2 (see [20℄) there exist odes with rate log jSj and diversity
Mr Mt . However, we do not know of odes linear in the omplex eld, whi h are
not designed for spe i signal onstellations, and have no onstellation expansion,
with su h a property.



For a matrix X, we use the notation X  to denote the Hermetian transpose of the matrix,
whi h for s alars is just omplex onjugation.
2
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Example 2: Here A omes from the message set fa(0); a(1)g 2 S and B omes
from fb(0); b(1); b(2); b(3)g 2 S . This implies that Ra = 21 log jSj, and Rb = log jSj,
leading to a total rate of Ra + Rb = 23 log jSj.
3
2
a(0) a(1)
0
0
6 a (1) a (0)
0
0 7
7
(4.6)
X
= Xa + Xb = 6

a;b
4 b(0)
b(1) a (0) a(1) 5 :
b(2)
b(3) a (1) a(0)
This ode an be shown to a hieve full diversity of 4Mr for the message set A
and diversity Mr for message set B. Therefore, this example a hieves the tuple,
( 21 log jSj; 4Mr ; log jSj; Mr ). The proof of this laim is quite simple and follows a
similar argument as in Example 1. In this example the total rate is 23 log jSj, with
a omposite diversity of Mr , however it has a ode of maximal diversity and rate
1
log jSj embedded within it. Another question is whether su h a ode an be
2
onstru ted by a TDM strategy. This is not possible for the following reason. A
full-diversity ode needs to o upy at least Mt symbols, and hen e for a square
design T = Mt . This implies that we annot onstru t a swit hing s heme that has
a full diversity ode and has a rate beyond log jSj.



Here A omes from the message set fa(0); a(1)g 2 S and B omes
from fb(0); b(1); b(2); b(3)g 2 S . This implies that Ra = 21 log jSj, and Rb = log jSj,
identi al to Example 2.
3
2
a(0) a(1) b(2) b(3)
6 a (1) a (0) b (3)
b(2) 7
7
(4.7)
X
= Xa + Xb = 6

a;b
4 b(0)
b(1) a (0)
a(1) 5 :
b(1) b(0) a (1) a(0)
This ode an be shown to a hieve diversity of 3Mr for the message set A and
diversity 2Mr for message set B. Therefore, this example a hieves the tuple,
( 21 log jSj; 3Mr ; log jSj; 2Mr ). The proof of this involves a set losely related to
the quaternions (used in the Alamouti ode [1℄). For a(0); a(1) 2 C , de ne the
following sets




a
(0)
a
(1)
a
(0)
a
(1)
~
Q = a (1) a (0) ; Q = a (1) a(0) :
(4.8)
The set Q is a multipli ative group ( alled the quaternioni group [4℄), and Q~ is
not a multipli ative group. However, it has the following properties
~; F 1 2 Q~
(4.9)
F 2 Q
~; EF 2 Q;
E; F 2 Q
~; EF 2 Q~
E 2 Q; F 2 Q
~ ; F 2 Q; EF 2 Q~:
E 2 Q
Let us index elements of the sets E 2 Q and F 2 Q~ in terms of the indeterminates
fu; vg as E[u; v℄ and F[u; v℄. Using this notation, we an rewrite the ode in (4.7)
as,


E[a(0); a(1)℄
F[b(2); b(3)℄
X
=
Xa + X =
(4.10)
;

a;b
b
E[b(0); b(1)℄
E[a (0); a(1)℄
Example 3:
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where E 2 Q and F 2 Q~ . Given two distin t andidate message sets fa1 ; b1 g and
fa2 ; b2 g, let us denote a~ = a1 a2 and b~ = b1 b2 . To show that Da = 3Mr ,
we need to show that if a~ 6= 0, then min min rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 3. By hoosing ~b(0) =
~=
a
6 0 b~
a~(0); ~b(1) = a~(1) and ~b(2) = a~ (0); ~b(3) = a~(1), we get det(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 0, and hen e
the diversity formessage set A is at most 3Mr , i.e. Da  3Mr . But, the matrix
E[~
a(0); a~(1)℄
for E 2 Q, has orthogonal olumns and therefore has full olumn
E[~
b(0); ~b(1)℄
rank (i.e. rank of 2). This shows that Da  2Mr . We show that Da = 3Mr by
ontradi tion. Let us assume that Da = 2Mr , i.e., there exists a~ 6= 0; b~ su h that
rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 2. When either E[~b(0); ~b(1)℄ = 0 or when F[~b(2); ~b(3)℄ = 0, one an
easily see that this annot happen. Suppose it is true for E[~b(0); ~b(1)℄ 6= 0 and
F[~
b(2); ~b(3)℄ 6= 0. This implies that there exists 2 C 22 su h that,
 


E[~
a(0); a~(1)℄
F[~
b(2); ~b(3)℄
(4.11)
=

E[~
b(0); ~b(1)℄
E [~
a (0); a~(1)℄ :
Hen e this implies that
E[~
b(0); ~b(1)℄ = E [~a (0); a~(1)℄F 1 [~b(2); ~b(3)℄E[~a(0); a~(1)℄;
whi h annot happen due to properties in (4.9) resulting in the ontradi
tion. Hen e

E[~
a(0); a~(1)℄
this shows that Da = 3Mr . Due to the orthogonality of olumns of
E[~
b(0); ~b(1)℄


F[~
b(2); ~b(3)℄
and those in
it is lear that Db = 2Mr .

E [~
a (0); a~(1)℄
The ontrast with Example 2 is that although the rates for ea h layer are
identi al, here we a hieve a higher diversity for the message set B but at the ost
of a lower diversity for the message set A. In this example as well, we annot
onstru t a TDM ode that a hieves this. If we need a ode of diversity 3, it needs
to o upy at least 3 time symbols. Hen e for blo k size T = Mt = 4, we are left
with 1 symbol in whi h to obtain diversity two and rate log jSj, whi h is learly not
possible.



The next example illustrates the ase of a non-square design.
Example 4: In this example, Mt = 4 and the blo k size is T = 5 symbols,
giving rise to a non-square ode matrix design. Here A omes from the message set
fa(0); a(1)g 2 S and B omes from fb(0); b(1); b(2); b(3)g 2 S . This implies that
Ra = 52 log jSj, and Rb = 45 log jSj, leading to a total rate of Ra + Rb = 56 log jSj.
2
3
a(0) a (1) b(0) b(2)
b(3)
6 a(1) a (0)
b(1) b(3) b (2) 7
7
(4.12) Xa;b = Xa + Xb = 6
4 0
0
a (0) a (1) b(1) 5 :
0
0
a(1) a(0) b (0)
This ode an be shown to a hieve diversity of 4Mr for the message set A and
diversity 2Mr for message set B. Therefore, this example a hieves the tuple,
( 52 log jSj; 4Mr ; 45 log jSj; 2Mr ). Given the onstru tion from Example 2, we an
easily prove that for a~ 6= 0, rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 4, and hen e for message set A we get a
diversity order of 4Mr . To prove the laimed diversity order for message set B, we
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need to show the following
(4.13)

rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 2:
min
~
a
~
b=
6 0
Clearly, for a~(0) = a~(1) = ~b(0) = ~b(1) = 0, rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 2 and hen e the minimal
rank is at most 2. We prove the result by ontradi tion. Suppose there exists a~
and b~ 6= 0 su h that rank(Xa~ ;b~ ) = 1. This implies that for su h a hoi e, all the
rows are multiples of one another, i.e.,
3 2
3
2
3
2
3 2
3
2
2
a~(1)
a~(1)
a~(0)
0
0
0



7
6
7
6
7
6
7
6
7
6
6
a
~
(0)
a
~
(0)
a
~
(1)
0
0
0
7
6
7
6
6
7
6
7
6
6


~
~
~b(0) 7
7
6
7
6
7
6
7
6
7
6
6
b
(1)
b
(1)
a
~
(0)
a
~
a
~
(1)
7; 6
7 = 6  (0)
7= 6
7; 6
7= 6
6
4 a~ (1)
4 ~b(3) 5 4 a~ (1) 5
4 a~(0) 5 4 ~b(3) 5
4 ~b(2) 5
~b (0)
~b(1)
~b (1)
~b (2)
~b(2)
~b(3)
For the above to be true, we would need a~(0) = 0 = a~(1) and ~b(0) = ~b(1) = ~b(2) =
~b(3) = 0, whi h results in a ontradi tion. Hen e we get the result laimed in (4.13),
giving Db = 2Mr .
This ode also annot be onstru ted using a swit hing strategy. A full-diversity
ode needs to o upy at least Mt symbols, and hen e the message set A needs to
o upy Mt = 4 symbols. Hen e for blo k size T = 5, we are left with 1 symbol in
whi h to obtain diversity two and rate 54 log jSj, whi h is learly not possible. 
5. A hievable rates

In this se tion we study a hara terization of the a hievable tuples (Ra ; Da ; Rb ; Db ).
There an be two types of hara terizations, one based on xed-rate ( nite-alphabet)
odes whi h resemble the hara terization of Theorem 2.2 [20℄, and the other a rategrowth hara terization akin to Theorem 2.4 [24℄. We present a hara terization
based on rate-growth in this se tion with the aveat that the rate growths investigated here are di erent from the xed rate values given ode onstru tions of
Se tion 4.
5.1. Chara terization. In the rate growth hara terization, identi al to Definition 2.3 we an de ne two multiplexing gains ra ; rb for message sets A and B,
respe tively. Therefore, the tuple in this ase would be (ra ; Da ; rb ; Db ) whi h would
be a di erent hara terization from the tuple examined in a xed-rate ase. We also
assume that the odeword length is large enough to make average error probability
equivalent to the outage probability3. Therefore, the information-theoreti hara terization onsists of nding the outage probabilities asso iated with rate growths
of ra ; rb in the message sets A; B.
5.2. A hievable Region. Sin e di erent error probability behaviour (diversity order) for the two information streams is desired, we want to analyze the
individual error probabilities indu ed by a oding and de oding strategy. Given a
joint odebook Xa;b , indexed by the information from message sets A; B, and a
joint de oding s heme D, we want to hara terize the individual error probabilities

An alternate interpretation is that the diversity an be shown to be equivalent to the outage
probability in the SNR exponent similar to that in [24℄.
3

3
7
7
7
7
5
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on the message sets A and B. More pre isely, if the de oder outputs fa^; b^ g, and
the transmitted information is fa; bg, we want to hara terize,
n
o
n
o
^ g : a^ 6= a ; Pe (B) = Prob fa^; b^ g : b^ 6= b :
(5.1)
Pe (A) = Prob fa^; b
In examining these error probabilities in terms of diversity order, we are interested
in the high SNR regime. Instead of dire tly examining the error probabilities, we
examine the outage behaviour of the odes with the understanding that this will
losely re e t the error probability behaviour [24℄. For di erent diversity orders
desired of the message sets A and B, the general hara terization of the individual
outage behaviour is a diÆ ult problem. Given this, we take a simpler approa h by
examining a parti ular odebook design and de oding strategy.
We examine the additive odeword model introdu ed in Se tion 4.1, and de ne
the power distribution between the two message sets. We generate a random odebook Xa;b = Xa + Xb where both Xa and Xb are generated from i.i.d. Gaussian
odebooks with average powers Pa ; Pb . Given the total power onstraint P , the
power allo ation needs to satisfy Pa + Pb  P . We use a su essive de oding strategy, where Xa is de oded onsidering Xb as part of the noise. Then the de oded
^ a is subtra ted from the re eived signal Y, and Xb is de oded. Note that su h
X
a de oding strategy from a diversity order perspe tive may not be optimal, but is
perhaps the simplest ase to analyze. Given this oding and de oding strategy, one
A) (SNR); P(B) (SNR) as follows.
an write the individual outage probabilities P(out
out
(5.2)




j
I + SNRHH j
A
)
Pout (SNR) = Prob H : log
jI + SNRb HH j < Ra
~ (B) (SNR) = Prob fH : log jI + SNRb HH j < Rb g
P
B) (SNR) = max nP(A) (SNR); P~ (B) (SNR)o ;
P(out
out
(

where SNR = P2 ; SNRb = P2 , and jAj denotes the determinant of the matrix A.
Note that the average a hievable rate is given by,
(5.3)
R(SNR) = (1 P(A) (SNR))R + (1 P(B) (SNR))R ;
b

a

out

b

out

whi h ould be another riterion to optimize. We design the power allo ation to
the message sets A; B respe tively be su h that PP = (P=2 ) = SNR ; 2 [0; 1℄.
Then, at high SNR, we have SNRa = SNR; SNRb = SNR1 .
A) (SNR)
Then, for a given , in a manner similar to [24℄, we an hara terize P(out
(B)
and P~ (SNR), as
~

~ (B) (SNR) = SNR d~ ;
(5.4)
P(A) (SNR) = SNR d ; P
a
b

a

out

where
(5.5)

d~a =

inf
2F

d~b =

inf
2F

a

b

M ;M
X

min(

t

r)

i=1
min(Mt ;Mr )
X
i=1

b

[jMt

Mr j + 2i 1℄ i

[jMt

Mr j + 2i 1℄ i ;
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Fa = f  : : : 

min(

min(

min(

1

2

Mt ;Mr )
X

(1

i=1

i)

+

Fb = f  : : : 
1

2

Mt ;Mr )  0 :
Mt ;Mr )
X
i=1

Mt ;Mr )

min(

(1

0:

< ra g

i)

+

M ;M
X

min(

t

i=1

r)

(1

i)

+

< rb g;

where ()+ = max(; 0). Sin e su essive de oding is employed, the diversity levels
a hieved for the given are given by Da ( ) = d~a and Db ( ) = min(d~a ; d~b ), and the
de oding order would matter. Therefore, the a hievable tuple using this parti ular
oding and de oding strategy is parameterized by . This hara terization is quite
straightforward and for spe i
ases (su h as Mt = Mr = 2) one an obtain
expli it solutions to (5.5). However, this may not be a tight hara terization of
the a hievable region sin e su essive de oding may not be the right approa h for
diversity onsiderations, and the hosen power allo ation strategy might not be
optimal.
In more detail, for Mt = 2 = Mr , one an demonstrate that we an a hieve the
following rate tuple.
If ra 2 (0; 1); Da < 1 + 3(1 ra )
If ra 2 (1; 2); Da < 2 ra
If ra 2 (0; 1); and (ra + rb ) 2 (0; 1)
Db < 4(1 ra ) 3rb = D (ra + rb ) ra
If ra 2 (0; 1); and (ra + rb ) 2 (1; 2)
Db < 2 ra (ra + rb ) = D (ra + rb ) ra
If ra 2 (1; 2); Db = 0;
where D (r) denotes the optimal diversity order for a multiplexing gain of r as
given in [24℄. Therefore, atleast for the ase of Mt = Mr = 2, one obtains a tuple
(ra ; Da; rb ; Db ) su h that (ra ; Da ) lies on the optimal rate-diversity trade-o urve
spe i ed in [24℄ and (ra + rb ; Db ) loses diversity order of exa tly ra over the optimal.
Note that sin e we annot dominate the \single-layer" rate-diversity tradeo , we
have a natural outer-bound for the rate tuple.
(5.7)

Da < D (ra )
Db < D (rb )
min(Da ; Db ) < D (ra + rb ):
Therefore, the best we ould have hoped for when Mt = 2 = Mr is for (ra + rb ; Db )
to lie on the optimal rate-diversity urve as spe i ed in [24℄. However, we are below
it by an amount of ra . It is un lear if this is due to the parti ular oding/de oding
s heme used or if the \single-layer" outer bound is not a hievable.
There might be a te hnique based on re ent results on the multiple-antenna
broad ast hannel (see for example [23℄ among others) allowing us to employ a
pre oding strategy that is di erent from just superposition oding. The di eren e
(5.8)
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Code Example 2, Total Rate 3/2
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in our ase from the equivalent broad ast hannel onsidered there is that the
hannel is ne essarily unknown at the transmitter for us, whereas it is assumed to
be known in their ase. However, we are urrently investigating oding strategies
that go beyond superposition oding to improve the inner bound.
6. Numeri al Example

To illustrate the diversity-embedding property of the odes in Se tion IV, onsider ode example 2. Figure 3 depi ts the bit error rate for the two information
layers where the slopes of the 2 urves are markedly di erent indi ating di erent diversity levels. We assume BPSK modulation (for simpli ity), a Rayleigh at-fading
hannel, and maximum likelihood de oding. At a BER of 10 2, one layer an be
de oded under mu h worse hannel onditions than the other layer (about 15 dB
less SNR). Another view point is the following : at given hannel onditions (say
an SNR of 15 dB), one layer an in lude information with more stringent reliability requirements (e.g. real-time data or video) than the other layer (e.g. voi e or
non-real-time data) and the 2 layers an still be de oded su essfully meeting their
individual QoS requirements.
7. Dis ussion

In this paper we introdu ed the idea of diversity embedded spa e-time odes in
whi h a high-rate spa e-time ode is designed to have a (lower-rate) high-diversity
ode embedded within it. The main idea was to opportunisti ally use a quasi-stati
hannel realization without knowing it at the transmitter. The onstru tions given
were better than simple time-sharing and we also explored an information-theoreti
hara terization of the a hievable tuples. There are several open questions in luding
hara terization of the a hievable region, extremal ode onstru tions and pra ti al
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performan e under omplexity onstraints. We hope that this work is a rst step
towards understanding these issues.
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